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Introduction

With the rise of climate investing, the
increasing recognition of environmental
risks and investors across the world
beginning their journey to Net Zero,
climate metrics are becoming a vital
component of successful investment
decisions.
Yet, the metrics can sometimes appear
confusing. This primer provides an
overview of the key metrics, what they
mean and how they are employed.
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Understanding
Environmental
Risk

Environment-related risks can largely be divided into physical
risks and transition risks from climate change:

Physical Risks

Transition Risks

Risk Interaction
and Impact

Tangible risks of climate change that could manifest
through a rise in sea levels, water stress, droughts,
flooding, extreme temperatures and increased
frequency of extreme weather events, inter alia.
These phenomena could damage infrastructure,
cause supply-chain disruption, result in raw materials
scarcity, or harm human health, and more. In addition,
climate models also predict that the impacts above
are distributed unevenly and will affect certain
regions or peoples disproportionately.

Risks to economic and business models that are
associated with new carbon pricing or emissions
trading schemes, as well as the risk that higher costs
of carbon may lead to stranded assets. Transition
risks include changing consumer habits and labour
market shifts, as well as investment allocation
decisions in companies and sectors better suited to a
low-carbon economy.

These two risks frequently interact, and companies can often
be affected by either to varying degrees, depending on their
business models, geographic locations, pricing power, etc.
To inform our analysis of environmental risks in portfolios, we
employ a number of datasets from data vendors. Here, we
provide an overview of the data that underlies today’s climaterelated investing landscape, and how it is currently being used at
State Street Global Advisors, along with plans for future use.
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Section 1
BackwardLooking Metrics

To begin, we cover backward-looking climate metrics, which
measure a company’s climate performance as of their most
recent financial year.
Examples include their carbon emissions profile, fossil fuel
ownership or use and green business revenues.
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1a. Carbon Emissions
and Carbon Intensity

Carbon emissions and carbon intensity are two of the most
commonly used climate data points in the investment landscape,
with wide coverage available from a number of data vendors
(eg S&P Trucost, MSCI, ISS). Many large companies report
their emissions on a periodic (usually annual) basis, while data
vendors use estimation methodologies to impute data for
companies that don’t report this information.
There are two main modelling choices with respect to measuring
carbon:
1. The first is how to define carbon emissions to include Scopes
1, 2, and/or 3.
2. The second is how to normalize carbon emissions so they are
comparable across securities of different sizes and across
different industries.

Defining Carbon
Emissions

Starting with the first, carbon emissions are generally classified
into three categories or scopes:
Emissions
Scope

Scope

Scope

1
2
3

Direct emissions from sources that are owned or
controlled by a company. This could include, for
example, on-site fossil fuel combustion and fleet fuel
consumption.
Indirect emissions from sources that are owned
or controlled by a company and include emissions
that result from the generation of electricity, heat, or
steam purchased from a utility provider.
From sources not owned or directly controlled by
a company but that are nonetheless related to
the company’s activities, or through the use of its
products. They include emissions generated by a
company’s non-electricity supply chain, employee
travel and commuting, and emissions associated
with contracted solid waste disposal and wastewater
treatment. Scope 3 is often divided into upstream
and downstream emissions.
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Scope 1 and 2 are easier to measure than Scope 3 from the
perspective of a company. There is ongoing debate around the
methods for estimating Scope 3 emissions and how accurate
such estimates are.
Currently the TCFD encourages companies to report their
Scope 1 and 2 and material Scope 3 emissions and increasing
numbers of companies are beginning to do so. The reporting of
Scope 3 emissions, however, is still far from the norm.
Providers of carbon data have done a good job of estimating
likely Scope 3 emissions. For instance, S&P Trucost identifies a
category of emissions called First Tier Indirect that represents
emissions from a company’s first-tier suppliers and includes
Scope 2 and some upstream Scope 3 emissions.
Whether or not Scope 3 is included does have a significant
impact on building reduced carbon portfolios. We have found
that, when including any amount of Scope 3, a higher level of
tracking error must be allowed to achieve similar levels of carbon
reduction had only Scope 1 and 2 been used.
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Defining Carbon
Intensity

The second issue important to defining the carbon metric is
how to normalize the measure of carbon, and thereby calculate
carbon intensity. Without normalization, companies of different
sizes could not be fairly compared. Some normalization
denominators have been proposed by market participants; the
main ones being market capitalization, enterprise value, and
revenue.
Revenue has traditionally been the industry standard, and it is
intuitive: revenue is an annual number, which means it is tied
to the same time scale as carbon emissions, which are usually
measured over the last year. Another aspect of this choice
relates to the ownership of emissions and how a company’s
emissions are attributed to its various owners/financiers. An
emerging approach (credit to the Partnership for Carbon
Accounting Financials) uses enterprise value to attribute
financed emissions to equity and bondholders.
There are pros and cons to either approach. Critics of revenue
say it creates biases in favour of certain carbon-intensive
sectors that have relatively larger revenues, such as coal. It is
then argued that a measure of a company’s size — such as
market capitalization or enterprise value — may be a better
measure to normalize with.
However, these are not without their drawbacks either. Critics
of market capitalization and enterprise value argue that they
are a function of stock price and therefore can lead to spurious
fluctuations in carbon intensity due purely to stock price
movements. In sum, none of the normalization metrics is perfect
and what is currently the industry standard today may well
evolve over time.
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1B Fossil Fuel-Related
Data

Companies that have large carbon emissions or high carbon
intensity tend to be users or owners of fossil fuels. Fossil fuels are
a targeted area of interest for many investors, and there are two
main metrics that relate to this subject.
The first of these is related to ownership of Fossil fuel reserves,
which can include proven or probable reserves of conventional
and unconventional oil, gas and coal that are expected to
be produced economically using today’s technology. These
reserve values are generally reported by companies in the Oil
& Gas or Mining sectors and their respective market valuations
sometimes depend on these disclosed figures, or at least to the
value assigned by analysts for the reserves.
The numbers are generally reported by companies in terms of
barrels of oil or tonnes of coal, and converted by data vendors
into Potential Emissions, ie the total amount of emissions that
would be emitted if those fossil fuel reserves were utilized
over time. This enables easier comparison across companies
and combination of different sources of reserves into a single
number. The terms fossil fuel reserves and potential emissions
are sometimes used interchangeably in the context of
investment portfolios.
The second metric here relates to revenues called Brown
revenues, which is the proportion of revenues (usually expressed
as a percentage of total revenue) that a company derives from
the extraction of fossil fuels, or use of fossil fuels for power
generation.
Needless to say, the larger the amount of fossil fuel reserves, or
larger the proportion of brown revenues, the more exposed a
company is to the expected transition to a low carbon economy.
Both these metrics are often used as proxies for stranded asset
risk in a portfolio, without being a number providing a dollar
amount.
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1B Fossil Fuel-Related
Data (Contd.)

As an illustrative example, S&P Trucost defines brown revenues
as those revenues that are derived from the following activities:
• Bituminous Coal and Lignite Surface Mining
• Bituminous Coal Underground Mining
• Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas Extraction
• Drilling Oil and Gas Wells
• Natural Gas Liquid Extraction
• Support Activities for Oil and Gas Operations
• Tar Sands Extraction
• Coal Power Generation
• Petroleum Power Generation
• Natural Gas Power Generation

1C Green Revenues

On the other side of the spectrum, we have Green revenues,
or the proportion of revenues (also usually expressed as a
percentage of total revenues) that a company derives from
greener business activities, or low-carbon technologies. For
instance, FTSE Russell’s green revenues dataset, which has
been available in the market for a few years, takes into account
revenues derived from a variety of green themes such as
energy generation, energy management & efficiency, transport
solutions, etc.
More recently, the European Union has released a taxonomy
of sustainable activities with the goal of standardizing the
measurement and reporting of green and sustainable
businesses, and related revenues/investments. While these
regulated taxonomies are a recent development, we expect
them to become market standard and that company disclosures
will be increasingly aligned with regulation.
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Section 2
ForwardLooking Metrics

In this section, we review some of the newer datasets
that have entered climate data landscape. These are
predominantly forward-looking metrics that seek to project
companies’ climate performance into the future.
One caveat with these types of data is that methodologies
can be quite different between providers and as such, data
reliability tends to be a debated topic.
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2A. Company Net Zero
Alignment Data

The first type of data here relates to individual companies’
climate change plans — looking at whether they have a sciencebased emission reduction target, emission projections based on
those targets (eg based on total emissions or emission intensity),
business plans and strategies to cope with the coming climate
transition and so on.
In fact, net zero frameworks such as the IIGCC Paris-Aligned
Investment Initiative recommend portfolio-level targets that aim
to increase investee companies’ alignment to net zero and set
out detailed methodologies to measure such alignment (specific
criteria include climate disclosures, concrete short-/mediumterm emission targets, green capex, etc).
There are certain public datasets that help assess companies’
alignment such as:

Transition
Pathway Initiative

Climate Action
100+

Science-Based
Targets

Focuses on
management
quality and carbon
performance
indicators.

Net Zero Company
Benchmark which
provides holistic
assessments on
company net zero
plans.

Initiative which
provides data on
officially approved
plans and level of
commitment to net
zero.

While these assessments are quite comprehensive and the
methodologies transparent and publicly available, the issue is that
they only cover certain sectors/industries with a relatively small
coverage universe, which can be an issue for universal owners.
Since most investment portfolios cater to a much larger
investment universe, vendor data (such as MSCI, S&P, ISS) is
used that collates this kind of information across a significantly
larger coverage universe. For instance, State Street's climate
strategies use an Adaptation Score metric, that is comprised
of two sub-metrics provided by ISS-ESG. These metrics help
assess a company on its (i) position on climate change, and (ii)
GHG-reduction targets and action plans.
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2B Temperature
Alignment Data
(Implied Temperature
Rise)

Related to company net zero alignment data are temperature
alignment datasets, or more particularly Implied Temperature
Rise or ITR in short. ITR seeks to express company emission
reduction targets and plans into a single numeric value —
generally in the range of 1.5°C to 4°C. This, conceptually, is very
appealing to investors since it can be used in a highly intuitive
fashion. For example, a company that has an ITR of 1.5°C is
associated with a global temperature rise of 1.5°C and can thus
be understood to be net zero aligned.
However, given that standardised methodologies for calculation
of ITR are still under development (eg CDP-WWF temperature
rating methodology or TCFD’s portfolio alignment guidance
document), we can expect variances in scores across data
vendors. There are a number of factors driving such variance,
for instance, emission data sources/scopes, climate models —
including the specific climate pathway being utilised etc.
Such variance means that the very same company-level input
data can result in different outputs, not only because of the
above factors, but can also differ considerably from data vendor
to data vendor. Therefore, while the outputs can be intuitive,
their reliability in the context of financial decision-making merits
some debate. However, this is a quickly evolving area and given
the intuitive and simple-to-understand nature, we believe there is
still value in this type of data (provided the caveats are clear).
This datapoint has the potential to become the market standard,
at least starting with reporting and eventually becoming
increasingly valuable also for financial decision-making.
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2C Physical Risk Data

The metrics discussed earlier generally tend to measure the
transition risks faced by companies but there are also now
datasets that aim to measure the physical risks of companies.
Physical risks are generally represented as a numerical score/
rating and are calculated based on proprietary data vendor
methodologies.
The methodologies use inputs such as the geographic location
of company facilities paired with the various projected physical
climate risks at those locations under certain climate scenarios.
Scores can then be broken down into types of physical risks
(eg chronic/acute, floods, hurricanes) or aggregated into total
company-level scores.
Similar to ITR, data is available from a number of vendors and since
methodologies differ, scores can be different across vendors. We
expect standardization to happen over a period of time.

2D Consolidated Risk
Metrics

Analogous to financial value-at-risk data, specific climaterelated aggregated risk metrics are now available — for
example, Climate Value at Risk from MSCI (Climate VaR in
short), or Earnings at Risk (EaR in short) from S&P Trucost.
These datasets once again seek to combine all the physical and
transition risks that a company can be expected to face into a
single aggregated number, which represents the value at risk due
to climate change. In the case of Climate VaR, the aggregated
number represents the percentage of portfolio value at risk
from climate change, while in the case of EaR, it represents
the percentage of earnings at risk. Both are highly intuitive and
simple to interpret, though once again, methodologies are still
evolving.
These metrics could potentially be used extensively in risk
management frameworks, though standardization may take
some time.
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State Street and
Climate Metrics

The climate data landscape is vast and evolving at pace, with
continual improvements and new data sets being introduced to
the market.
State Street Global Advisors currently utilizes various climaterelated metrics in our strategies and investment solutions,
most particularly in our Sustainable Climate and Low-Carbon
Solutions frameworks, both in equity and fixed income, as well as
for our reporting solutions. (For more information, please refer to
our website.)
Additionally, we are constantly evolving our offering, and new
datasets — such as approaches for forward-looking climaterelated modelling, including Implied Temperature Rise and
Climate Value at Risk — are researched and assessed for
suitability for integration into existing and new solutions alike.
As we mention earlier, we have found that approaches can differ
significantly across data vendors and are often reliant upon
sparse climate-related data or disclosure. However, we do realize
that this field — due also to anticipated company disclosure
improvement (and a top priority of our Stewardship efforts) —
is developing quickly, and we are making every effort to stay
abreast of the research and investigating best practices for
integration into our processes.
This will prove particularly valuable in the context of our
commitments with regard to the Net Zero Asset Manager
Initiative, of which SSGA is a proud member.
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To learn more please contact your State Street Global Advisors
representative.
To discover our complete range of ESG solutions please visit
ssga.com/esg
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About
State Street
Global Advisors

Our clients are the world’s governments, institutions and financial
advisors. To help them achieve their financial goals we live our
guiding principles each and every day:
Start with rigour
Build from breadth
Invest as stewards
Invent the future
 or four decades, these principles have helped us be the quiet
F
power in a tumultuous investing world.
Helping millions of people secure their financial futures.
For four decades, these principles have helped us be the quiet
power in a tumultuous investing world. Helping millions of people
secure their financial futures. This takes each of our employees
in 30 offices around the world, and a firm-wide conviction that
we can always do it better. As a result, we are the world’s fourthlargest asset manager* with US $3.86 trillion† under our care.
* Pensions & Investments Research Center, as of December 31, 2020.
† This figure is presented as of September 30, 2021 and includes approximately $59.84 billion of assets with
respect to SPDR products for which State Street Global Advisors Funds Distributors, LLC (SSGA FD) acts solely
as the marketing agent. SSGA FD and State Street Global Advisors are affiliated.

ssga.com

Important Risk Information
For a complete list of State Street Global
Advisors Global Entities please visit:
https://www.ssga.com/global/en/
our-insights/state-street-global-advisorsworldwide-entities.html
Investing involves risk including the risk of
loss of principal.
The information provided does not
constitute investment advice as such
term is defined under the Markets in
Financial Instruments Directive (2014/65/
EU) and it should not be relied on as such.
It should not be considered a solicitation
to buy or an offer to sell any investment. It
does not take into account any investor's
or potential investor’s particular
investment objectives, strategies, tax
status, risk appetite or investment
horizon. If you require investment advice
you should consult your tax and financial
or other professional advisor. All material
has been obtained from sources believed
to be reliable. There is no representation or
warranty as to the accuracy of the
information and State Street shall have no
liability for decisions based on such
information.
The information contained in this
communication is not a research
recommendation or ‘investment
research’ and is classified as a

‘Marketing Communication’ in
accordance with the Markets in
Financial Instruments Directive
(2014/65/EU) or applicable Swiss
regulation. This means that this
marketing communication (a) has not
been prepared in accordance with
legal requirements designed to
promote the independence of
investment research (b) is not subject
to any prohibition on dealing ahead of
the dissemination of investment
research.
This communication is directed at
professional clients (this includes eligible
counterparties as defined by the
appropriate EU regulator) who are deemed
both knowledgeable and experienced in
matters relating to investments. The
products and services to which this
communication relates are only available
to such persons and persons of any other
description (including retail clients) should
not rely on this communication.
The views expressed in this material are
the views of the ESG EMEA team through
the period ended February 2022 and are
subject to change based on market and
other conditions. This document contains
certain statements that may be deemed
forward-looking statements. Please note
that any such statements are not

guarantees of any future performance and
actual results or developments may differ
materially from those projected.
All information has been obtained from
sources believed to be reliable, but its
accuracy is not guaranteed.
The returns on a portfolio of securities
which exclude companies that do not
meet the portfolio's specified ESG criteria
may trail the returns on a portfolio of
securities which include such companies.
A portfolio's ESG criteria may result in the
portfolio investing in industry sectors or
securities which underperform the market
as a whole.
There is no representation or warranty as
to the current accuracy, reliability or
completeness of, nor liability for, decisions
based on such information and it should
not be relied on as such.
The whole or any part of this work may not
be reproduced, copied or transmitted or
any of its contents disclosed to third
parties without SSGA's express written
consent.
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